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Governor announces special election dates for House District 5
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Reps. Sewell, Brown lead bipartisan letter on AI election interference
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Harris endorses Brewbaker in Alabama’s 2nd District runoff
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Forestry Association endorses Jeana Ross in House District 27
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State’s IVF law sparks debate, highlights District 10 House election
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Governor encourages college students to apply for internship program
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Ivey selects latest round of appointments
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Governor orders creation of task force to promote responsible use AI
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Ivey addresses gambling, AI, broadband and more
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Ivey calls on Legislature to approve Alabama School of Healthcare Sciences
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National LGBTQ organization condemns Space Camp hysteria, “Don’t Say Gay” bill
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Ainsworth, Military Stability Foundation announce Military Bills Package
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Big 10 Mayors: Strengthen penalties for firing weapons into buildings, vehicles
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Lawmaker plans to expand “Don’t Say Gay” bill to Space Camp
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A legislative “fix” in the works for Alabama’s beleaguered medical cannabis licensing
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Alabama’s labor rate steady at 57.4 percent
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Southern Roots Nut Co. plans Alabama processing facility
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Is Nick Saban pro-union or anti-union?
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Mercedes Benz workers announce majority support for unionization
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Alabama invests $30M in SEEDS Act to enhance 8,400 acres for economic growth
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CNN host, Prattville native Kaitlan Collins, interviews fired Prattville library director
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Rep. Sewell announces 2024 Congressional Art Competition
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Over 170 Alabama municipal officials attend National League of Cities Conference
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Sewell votes for bill that could lead to US TikTok ban
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Sewell’s Kidney PATIENT Act passes out of committee
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Prattville Library Board committee urges director to move books under new policies
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CHOOSE Act passage celebrated by Americans For Prosperity-Alabama
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Gov. Ivey awards grant to support vocational training for incarcerated people
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Montgomery voters back school tax renewal, secure $12m annually for education
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McCrary Institute leads in cybersecurity innovation, collaboration
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ALFA Insurance targets health sector amid regulatory debate in Alabama
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Judges choose two Alabama Performance Excellence winners
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AMCC files appeal, wants Appeals Court to block depositions
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Alabama voters say mental health a top concern, support funding
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VOICES for Alabama’s Children sets healthcare, mental health as 2024 priorities
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Instead of banning books, try talking to your kids
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Analysis | Robbins’ anti-porn bill: A nocturnal fantasy for authoritarians
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Opinion | A deal that’s too good for Alabama to pass up
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Opinion | Legislature faces scrutiny: Are they serving all or just a few?
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Opinion | Alabama’s bailout for Birmingham-Southern sets risky precedent
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